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Abstract—This paper describes an interactive system for the semantic annotation of brain magnetic resonance images. The system uses both a numerical atlas and symbolic knowledge of brain anatomical structures depicted using the Semantic Web standards. This knowledge is combined with graphical data, automatically extracted from the images by imaging tools. The annotations of parts of gyri and sulci, in a region of interest, rely on constraint satisfaction problem solving and description logics inferences. The system is run on a client-server architecture, using Web services and including a sophisticated visualization tool. An evaluation of the system was done using normal (healthy) and pathological cases. The results obtained so far demonstrate that the system produces annotations with high precision and quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SEMANTIC annotation consists of associating meaningful metadata that enrich the original content of a resource. This is particularly relevant in the context of medical imaging since it provides the capability to describe and share additional information related to the images such as their acquisition context, their content description, e.g., evidence of pathology, quantitative imaging biomarkers extracted from image data, etc. The Semantic Web has contributed standard languages (e.g., RDF(S)$^1$, OWL$^2$) that facilitate the creation and sharing of annotations and their use by automatic devices for information retrieval and reasoning. Semantic annotation is now becoming a major topic regarding wide-scale sharing of information on the Web. Its potential impact on biomedical research is often stressed, especially in the context of translational research, for facilitating the use of experimental data across several disciplines and scales [1]. In point of fact, this field of research would highly benefit from using the knowledge provided by metadata in addition to the original data themselves. This technology will make it possible to easily locate repositories on the Web that contain experimental data relevant to a particular research issue, for example, in order to re-process the data using a new, potentially more efficient image-processing tool, or to offer new interpretations of the data based on new knowledge or assumptions, etc.

A key aspect in semantic annotation is to choose the set of concepts that will be referred to. This is the function fulfilled by ontologies. Basically, an ontology introduces a shared vocabulary describing various aspects of the domain being modeled and provides an explicit specification of the intended meaning of that vocabulary [2]. Ontologies are often classified into two categories referred to, respectively, as lightweight and heavyweight ontologies [3]: the former are simple term lists, thesauri or taxonomies, whereas the latter can be highly expressive knowledge models, based on which instances are created involving complex assertions and constraints. Of course, heavyweight ontologies offer additional possibilities for semantic annotation, because they provide explicit knowledge that can be used to reason about entities and to constrain their identification. The work presented here deals with the annotation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain images, intended to delineate and identify cortical areas within a particular brain region. We have observed this kind of need in the context of preparing for surgical procedures in neurosurgery. Indeed, precise knowledge of the topography of cerebral sulci and gyri is necessary for the localization of lesions in eloquent cortical areas and for making appropriate decisions concerning surgical treatment [4], [5]. Another context in which the precise delineation and labeling of cortical structures may be needed is clinical research on neurological and psychiatric diseases, e.g., in order to study localized brain atrophy or dysfunction (in conjunction with functional imaging such as PET, SPECT or fMRI), and to
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$^1$http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
$^2$http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/
correlate them with clinical evaluation and various biological biomarkers. In both cases, the end-user is someone who is knowledgeable in anatomy, but is not prepared to spend a lot of time to delineating and manually labeling the structures of interest. Thus, the added value expected from the system is to be able to produce annotations throughout the whole region of interest, based on some key indications provided by the end-user.

Of course, besides their primary use in the two previous contexts, image annotations may be used to retrieve cases from an image database by serving as search criteria.

The present work introduces a novel approach to image annotation that differs from those traditionally used for cortex segmentation in MRI images [6]–[9]. The latter are generally global (i.e., they analyze the whole cortex), consider gross anatomy - such as lobes and main gyri - rather than gyri parts and sulci, refer to simple term lists, are entirely automatic and based on atlases, and are primarily suited to normal, healthy anatomies. In contrast, our approach is local (e.g., focuses on the particular region involved in surgery), is able to provide labels with high anatomical precision, involves cooperation input with a human user, uses symbolic knowledge provided by a formal ontology, and may well be relevant to the interpretation of pathological images as well as normal images. In summary, our approach is a semantic approach, rather than a morphometric or statistical one.

The system we have developed for labeling cortical anatomical structures in MRI images uses the mereo-topological relations between the various cortical structures. This knowledge is described in an ontology of cortical gyri and sulci represented in OWL DL, the Web ontology language, according to the description logics (DL) paradigm [10]. The result of the annotation process is a set of instances satisfying the axioms and constraints defined in the ontology, and representing the parts of the sulci and gyri that are shown in the images. They are associated with graphical primitives extracted from the images, such as a list of points comprising a sulcal outline on the brain surface, and a list of sulcal outlines delimiting a cortical area. Our system is a hybrid system in the sense that it relies on both symbolic and numerical knowledge. By 'symbolic knowledge', we mean knowledge expressed as class definitions using axioms that model the properties and relations of related entities (based in our case on the DL paradigm). By 'numerical knowledge' we mean prior knowledge presented as 3D maps that depict the position of the anatomical structures in a reference space (i.e., an atlas), either as a statistical map derived from images of a population of individuals or as a single-subject map, assumed to be prototypical and representative of a population. Similarly, our system involves both 'symbolic reasoning' (i.e., based on the knowledge in the ontology) and 'numerical data processing', such as localizing a specific point or spatial area in reference to an atlas. The basic reason why we made this choice of a hybrid system is that, given the very large number of combinations possible when assigning anatomical structure labels (described in our ontology) to parts of the sulci and gyri, the labeling process could not be solely based on DL-based classifications. We have thus initially selected a reasonable set of hypotheses for the labeling of the parts of gyri (called patches), obtained by atlas-matching, and then sought to determine which among them are consistent with our prior knowledge about the spatial arrangement of gyri. The key objectives of our work can therefore be summarized as: (1) to use constraint satisfaction solving and DL reasoning to come up with a set of annotations from an initial set produced using numerical techniques; (2) to test the accuracy of the system for normal and pathological cases; and (3) to package the method into a real-time software system.

The subsequent sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section II introduces some elementary definitions. Section III provides an overview of the method. Section IV gives more details about the key steps, namely the labeling of the patches and the sulcus parts, based on a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) plus DL reasoning. Section V describes additional implementation details and our assessment of the system's performance using both normal and pathological images. Section VI provides a discussion of current limitations and possible improvements, and Section VII offers conclusions.

II. Definitions

In the following, we give some elementary definitions that are key to understanding the system:

**Definition 1**: A ROI (Region Of Interest) is a region on the brain surface that a user wishes to annotate. Our approach is a ROI approach since practitioners are mostly interested in a specific region of the brain. In our application, the ROI is selected by the user by means of a 3D box (Figure 1-1) that allows one to select a 3D volume of the brain.

**Definition 2**: A sulcus part (Figure 1-2) is a part of an external outline of a sulcus. The sulcus parts are organized in a graph describing the connections between them.

**Definition 3**: A conventional separation (Figure 1-2) is a fictitious line added by the user in order to connect two sulcus parts separated by a gyrus. Conventional separations allow to obtain closed polygons (the patches).

**Definition 4**: A patch (Figure 1-2) is a subset of the brain surface, corresponding to part of a gyrus, and delimited by a set of continuous sulcus parts and conventional separations.

**Definition 5**: An image interpretation consists of a set of labels associated with the patches and the sulcus parts of a Region Of Interest (ROI); each patch and each sulcus part has a single label.

**Definition 6**: A consistent interpretation is an interpretation where each patch label and each sulcus part label is consistent with the prior knowledge about the sulco-gyral anatomy encoded in the ontology and with the information supplied by the user.

III. System Overview

The overall labeling process involves three steps (named (a) (b) (c) in Figure 2) composed of:

- **Step a** (pre-treatments):
  - brain segmentation and external outlines of sulci extraction, which is done automatically [11] (a-1);
Fig. 1: 1) ROI selection by centering a 3D box on the ROI to be annotated; 2) patch definition by introducing conventional separations; 3) construction of patch surfaces in order to enable user interactions with the patches; 4) real 3D definition of patches.

Fig. 2: Complete labeling process. Bent corner squares: knowledge, Squares: treatments, Circles: input-output data. The numbers (a1, a2, b1, b2, b3, c1) in the squares correspond to the various treatments referred to in the System Overview section.
- ROI selection and patch definition (a-2).

- Step b (patch labeling):
  - atlas pre-labeling of patches: done by matching the sub-graph of sulcus parts belonging to the ROI with an atlas [12] (b-1);
  - consistent interpretations computing for the patches: inferred by a CSP solver, based on our prior knowledge about the spatial arrangement of the gyri and parts of gyri in the brain (b-2);
  - best-interpretation computing for the patches: determined interactively using information supplied by the user (b-3).

- Step c (sulci identification): done using the best interpretation computed for the patches, the description of the patches, and the logical definitions of the sulci in the ontology (c-1).

The final annotations for the patches and the sulcus parts are generated in standard Web languages to facilitate their use by Semantic Web technologies. Before generating the final annotation file, metadata are added to final patches and sulcus parts labels; these metadata provide information about the version of the ontology used, the atlas used, the user who annotated the ROI, etc.

IV. METHOD

We first introduce the knowledge sources used in the system, then we describe the various steps of the reasoning process.

A. Knowledge Involved in the Reasoning

The system combines numerical and symbolic knowledge in order to annotate graphical primitives extracted from the images.

1) Numeric Knowledge: A number of works in field of brain imaging are based on a statistical approach and use prior knowledge represented in atlases [6], [8], [13], [14]. SPAMs [12] (Statistical Probability Anatomy Maps) are examples of these atlases, which we used in our work. SPAMs are 3D probabilistic maps associated with particular anatomical structures. The value at each voxel position represents the probability of belonging to this structure at that location [15]. The SPAMs were derived from a database of 305 normal subjects, after re-alignment of MRI data into a common reference system (called stereotaxic space).

Figure 3 shows two SPAMs corresponding to the right precentral and postcentral gyri.

2) Symbolic Knowledge:

a) Sulco-gyral anatomy ontology: consists of an OWL DL (OWL based on Description Logics) ontology which models the mereo-topological features of the sulci and gyri. The set of axioms defining the sulci and gyri classes and their relationships in the ontology form the TBox component of the ontology (the terminological component). Assertions about individuals derived from the images form the ABox component of the ontology (the assertion component). The resources used to model our ontology (i.e., the TBox component of the ontology) were:

- a previous work by Dameron [16], [17] on brain anatomy modeling;
- the Foundational Model of Anatomy ontology (FMA [18]);
- Ono’s atlas of the cerebral sulci [19];
- and the expertise of a neuroanatomist.

In point of fact, we based our ontology on the previous work of Dameron, but this work was not complete: some anatomical structures were not defined, so we completed it with knowledge drawn from the FMA. However, the FMA does not provide (at least for the moment) definitions for sulci. We thus got these definitions from Ono’s atlas. The role of the neuroanatomist was to help us define new structures that were not defined either in Dameron’s work or in the FMA.

Fig. 3: 3D view of two SPAMs corresponding to the right precentral and postcentral gyri (left: lateral view; right: coronal view).

Fig. 4: Hierarchical organization of concepts in the ontology: AE means Anatomical Entity, (N)MAE means (Non) Material Anatomical Entity, PDP means Pli De Passage (which are small gyri buried into the depth of the main sulci) and CS means Conventional Separation. The concepts of the applicative ontology (in green) are: Conventional Separation, Sulcus Part, and Patch. Two other classes of the applicative ontology (AttributedEntity and Orientation classes) are not shown on this hierarchical structure because they do not refer to any brain anatomical structure, or to structures extracted from images.

3http://sig.biostr.washington.edu/projects/fm/AboutFM.html
In our system, the logical definitions of the sulci in the ontology serve, for example, to identify sulcus parts using a DL reasoner. Figure 5 shows the definition, in Protégé⁴, of the right superior precentral sulcus part. In order to maintain truly sharable knowledge, we have separated generic concepts and generic relations from those specific to our annotation application (Figure 4). We thus obtained two ontologies: a sharable ontology containing generic concepts like Gyrus and generic relations like isAnatomicalPartOf, and an applicative ontology that contains concepts and relations used in the specific context of our annotation application, such as Patch. The applicative ontology imports the sharable ontology, thanks to the IMPORTS property offered by OWL.

The sharable ontology contains 29 relations and, for each hemisphere, logical definitions of 49 gyri, 5 lobes, 3 operculum, 17 gyri parts and 44 sulci. Each concept has a unique logical definition. Some concepts are defined solely by their mereo-topological relationships with their neighbors, while others involve mereo-topological and directional relationships with their neighbors. A DL representation only uses binary relations. However, our application needs to use ternary relations like the bounds relationship that relates three entities: the first one is bounded by the second entity, and the third entity expresses the directional relation (called orientation in the applicative ontology) in which the second entity bounds the first one. Indeed, in terms of this ternary relation, the orientation exists only if the boundary exists. In order to transform ternary relations into binary relations, we used, in traditional form, a reification ⁵, which consists of the introduction of a new concept: AttributedEntity with two properties: has_entity and has_orientation that point, respectively, to the patch and orientation involved. Figure 6 shows an example of reification transforming the relation bounds into a binary relation; the domain of bounds is the concept SulcusPart, its range is the class AttributedEntity pointing to the classes Patch and Anterior through the properties has_entity and has_orientation, respectively.

Several relationships are defined in our sharable ontology, the most important of which are summarized below; for more details on the other relationships see [20]:

- **isMAEBoundedBy**: used to signify that a material anatomical entity is bounded by a sulcal fold. Hence, its domain is the class Material Anatomical Entity (MAE) and its range is the class Sulcal Fold. It is used, for example, to signify that the Right Precentral Gyrus is bounded by the Right Central Sulcus. The inverse relation of isMAEBoundedBy is MAEBounds:

- **isMAEContiguousTo**: signifies that two material anatomical entities are connected, i.e., there is a Pli De Passage or an Operculus that connects them. Its domain and its range are the class Material Anatomical Entity (MAE), and it is a symmetric relationship:

- **isSFContiguousTo**: signifies that two sulcal folds are contiguous, i.e., there is a Pli De Passage or an Operculus that separates them. Its domain and its range are the class Sulcal Fold, and it is a symmetric relationship:

- **isSFConnectedTo**: signifies that two sulcal folds are connected, i.e., they share a sulci connection. Its domain and its range are the class Sulcal Fold, it is also a symmetric relationship:

All these relationships are used to define the gyri and the sulci concepts, relying on the DL formalism and using OWL DL for their representation.

![Fig. 6: Example of class and instance reifications, respectively.](http://www.w3.org/TR/swebbp-n-aryRelations/)

b) **Inference Rules**: Our sulco-gyral anatomy ontology is enriched by a set of rules, represented in SWRL⁶, the Semantic Web Rule Language. These rules are used to infer new knowledge by matching symbolic and numerical knowledge. They are also used to infer boundary between SulcusPart and Patch classes from the reified relation bounds.

For example, the rule: bounded_by(p, ae) ∧ Patch(p) ∧ AttributedEntity(ae) ∧ hasEntity(ae, sp) ∧ SulcusPart(sp) ∧ hasOrientation(ae, a) ∧ Anterior(a) → bounded_by(p, sp) signifies that if a patch p is bounded by an attributed entity ae, and this latter has as entity a sulcus part sp, then p is inferred as bounded by sp also. More details about the rules can be found in [21].

c) **Symbolic constraints**: The ontology knowledge was also used to manually specify the definitions of the spatial constraints between gyri and gyri parts, in order to be used by the CSP solver when labeling the patches. This takes into account both the respective directional and adjacency relationships between the gyri and gyri parts. We thus defined six directional constraints corresponding to the six spatial directions, each represented by a set of tuples, such as (RightPreCentralGyrus, RightPostCentralGyrus), one of the tuples defining the AnteriorTo constraint, which signifies that

---

⁴http://protege.stanford.edu/
⁵http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-n-aryRelations/
⁶http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
Fig. 5: Example of concept definition in Protégé: the right superior precentral sulcus part is defined as a sulcus part that delimits (bounds) some part of the right precentral gyrus and some part of the right superior frontal gyrus, and only parts of these two gyri. Concepts and relations of the sharable ontology are preceded by the namespace ‘brain’.

a part of the right precentral gyrus may be anterior to a part of the right postcentral gyrus. Some tuples may be in the form (RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus, RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus), signifying that a part of the right superior frontal gyrus may be anterior to another part of the same gyrus. As opposed to the directional constraints, the adjacency constraints between gyri and parts of gyri are of the utmost importance, because they have the advantage of being independent of the coordinate system and of the directional relation computation programs, which may make some erroneous decisions. For this reason, the adjacency constraints are given priority in our system.

B. Labeling Process

1) Generation of Hypotheses for the Patches:
   a) Patch Description: The system first extracts the subgraph of the sulcus parts corresponding to the ROI selected by the user. Next, the user defines a set of contiguous patches by introducing a number of conventional separations (Figure 1). Then, the system computes the topological and directional relationships between neighboring patches, and between the patches and the sulcus parts forming them. The description of these spatial relations is represented in OWL (file#1), which will be used later in the various steps of reasoning. Neighboring patches are those sharing a sulcus part or a conventional separation. Directional relations between two neighboring patches are established by calculating the vector joining the barycenters of their respective minimum bounding boxes. By minimum bounding box we mean the smallest parallelepiped that encloses a patch or a sulcus part.

Fig. 7: (a) if we use the barycenter of the minimum bounding box of the patch P1 and the barycenter of the minimum bounding box of the sulcus part S1, then the directional relation will be wrong in this case. However, if we use the barycenters of their minimum bounding boxes of border interfaces (b), then the directional relations will be correct.
Directional relations between a patch and the sulcus parts forming it are calculated using the method proposed in [22], [23]. In this method, the authors propose to use minimum bounding boxes of border interfaces instead of minimum bounding boxes. By "border interface", the authors mean the border part of a region which, given a cardinal direction, is in front of another region. Indeed, in some cases, the minimum bounding boxes method may not provide an accurate directional relation. This is illustrated in a simplified example (Figure 7-(a)), where the sulcus part $S1$ is calculated as being posterior to the patch $P1$, whereas it is anterior to it. However, if we use the minimum bounding boxes of border interfaces, then $S1$ will be calculated as anterior to $P1$ (Figure 7-(b)), which provides a more accurate spatial analysis.

b) Atlas Matching: The sulcus parts of the ROI subgraph are transformed into the SPAMs space (stereotaxic space) thanks to the registration matrix estimated during the registration of MRI images onto a reference image aligned with the stereotaxic space obtained from BrainWeb7. This registration was made using our software described in [24]. This transformation $A$, which moves each point $p$ to $p'$, can be expressed as: $p' = A(p) = Rx(\phi_x)Ry(\phi_y)Rz(\phi_z)GSp + t$, where $R_x$ (resp. $R_y$ and $R_z$) is a rotation around the $x$ (resp. $y$ and $z$) axis, $\phi_x, \phi_y$ and $\phi_z$ are parameters, $G$ and $S$ are shear and scale matrices, and $t = (t_x, t_y, t_z)$ is a translation [24].

Fig. 8: Let us consider the simplified ROI on the left, where six patches ($P1 .. P6$) are delimited around the lesion (a tumor, in this case), and two SPAMs $SPAM1$ and $SPAM2$ on the right.

Let us consider particularly the patch $P2$ that is displaced by the tumor as indicated by the red arrows. $P2$ is bounded by the sulcus parts $S1, S2, S3$ and $S4$. It is also bounded by the conventional separations $CS1$ and $CS2$ added by the user. After the transformation of the sulcus parts of this ROI into the SPAMs space, we see that $P2$ does not coincide with $SPAM1$ (as do the rest of the patches) because of the shift caused by the tumor, and it is almost outside this SPAM. However, the sulcus parts $S1$ and $S4$ are still inside $SPAM1$, and consequently still bounding $SPAM1$ even if with a wrong directional relation (orientation). This is why the matching rule, used in the case of pathological subjects, does not take the directional relations into consideration.

Algorithm of Transformation into a CSP Problem: Let $T(P, SR)$ be the description of the patches, where $P$ is the set of extracted patches and $SR$ the spatial relations defined on the elements of $P$. We have, for each patch $p \in P$, a set of labels (hypotheses) denoted as $lp(p)$. Each spatial relation $r \in SR$ is a tuple $<type, (p_1, p_2)>$ where $type$ refers to the type represented by the spatial relation and $(p_1, p_2)$ are the patches the spatial relation is defined on. The transformation of $T$ into a CSP is done by the following algorithm:

1) for each $p \in P$ create a variable $v_p$;
2) if the user validates a given label $l_i$ for a given patch $p_i$ then set $D(v_p) = l_i$; else set $D(v_p) = lp(p); (D(v_p)$ is the domain of the variable $v_p$);
3) for each spatial relation $r \in SR$ between two patches $p_1, p_2 \in P$ add a binary spatial constraint between the variables $v_{p1}$ and $v_{p2}$ of the relevant type.

The CSP solver provides all possible consistent interpretations for the patches with respect to our priori knowledge

variables and restricts the values of the variables in question to legal assignments. Constraint reasoning is the process of computing a solution to the given CSP, i.e., an assignment of values to the variables that satisfy all the given constraints on the variables [25]. The adaptation of our problem to a CSP was easy. In fact, the patches represent the variables, the hypotheses computed for the patches represent the domains of the variables, and the spatial relations between the patches represent the constraints.

### SPARQL Query

- **SELECT ?x ?y WHERE { ?x rdf:type a:Patch ; a:partOf ?y}**

2) **Consistent Interpretations for Patches:** A CSP consists of a number of variables and a number of constraints. A variable is defined by its domain, i.e., the set of values that can be assigned to this variable. A constraint relates several

---
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about the spatial arrangement of the gyri and parts of gyri in the brain.

3) User-Assisted Determination of the Best Interpretation for Patches: The goal is to determine, from a user perspective, which is the best interpretation among those returned by the CSP solver. To reach this goal, the user is invited to assign a label to a patch exhibiting different labels in different interpretations. The system then eliminates all the proposed interpretations that are not consistent with the user’s choices (Figure 2-b). The interactions are repeated until only one interpretation remains for the patches.

4) Illustrative example: Consider the simple example depicted in Figure 9, exhibiting three patches (P1, P2, P3) delimited in the ROI. The goal is to find the correct labels for the three patches. From the patch description we have, among others, the following spatial relations: posteriorTo(P1, P3), adjacentTo(P1, P3), anteriorTo(P3, P2), adjacentTo(P3, P2), superiorTo(P1, P2), and adjacentTo(P1, P2). We suppose that the following hypotheses are inferred for the patches from the SPAMs by the matching rules above: P1(R-PreCG, R-PostCG), P2(R-PostCG, R-PreCG, R-SupFG), and P3(R-PreCG, R-SupFG, R-IntFG, R-PostCG).

![Fig. 9: Simplified example: (a) a ROI comprised of three patches; (b) transformation to a CSP representation: V1, V2 and V3 variables are associated with the patches P1, P2 and P3 and the spatial relations between patches are transformed into constraints between variables; (c) three consistent interpretations computed for the three patches; (d) the best interpretation for the patches.](image)

The graphical representation is transformed into a CSP representation (Figure 9), and its resolution returns three possible interpretations for the patches (11, 12, and 13) (Figure 9). Now, the system asks the user to validate one label for the patch having the highest number of possible labels in the different interpretations (P3 in the example, since it has three possible labels). If the user validates P3 (R-PreCG), then the system eliminates the previous interpretations where the label of P3 differs from R-PreCG. Thus, the best interpretation in this case is I3 (Figure 9).

5) Sulcus Parts Labeling: Sulcus parts labeling relies on a DL reasoning (Figure 2-c). The system uses the best interpretation computed for the patches, the topological and directional relations calculated between the sulcus parts and the patches, and the logical definitions of the sulci in the ontology. Let us consider sulcus part S1 in Figure 9. The best interpretation computed above was I3. From the patch description, it is also known that S1 bounds P1 with an anterior directional relation and P3 with a posterior directional relation. Suppose that the right central sulcus part has the following logical definition in the applicative ontology:

- RightCentralSulcusPart ≡ (∃ bounds.(∃ hasEntity.(∃ partOf.brain:RightPostCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃ hasOrientation.Anterior)) ⊓ (∃ bounds.(∃ hasEntity.(∃ partOf.brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃ hasOrientation.Posterior)) ⊓ (∃ bounds.(∃ hasEntity.(∃ partOf.brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃ hasEntity.(∃ partOf.brain:RightPostCentralGyrus))

This logical expression signifies that a part of the central sulcus of the right hemisphere bounds a part of the right postcentral gyrus with an anterior orientation (or direction), and a part of the precentral gyrus with a posterior orientation, and that it does not bound any other gyri. Consequently, sulcus part S1 will be identified as a RightCentralSulcusPart instance.

6) Final Annotation For Patches and Sulcus Parts: The patches and sulcus parts annotations are stored in RDF, and include metadata stating the name of the atlas used, the ontology version, etc. The concepts referred to in this file are those defined in the ontology. Figure 10 shows part of an annotation file.

![Fig. 10: Example of RDF representation of patch and sulcus part annotations.](image)

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. A Web Service Implementation

The proposed system was implemented using Web services technology. The various services run on an Axis server, and are executed by gsoap clients using a visualization tool named GisViewer, developed with the VisAGes team (Figure 11).

The Web service architecture has, among others, the following advantages:

http://www.irisa.fr/visages/visages-eng.html
• easy use of the system: indeed, users do not need to install the labeling system on their machines, they only need to install the GisViewer software in order to annotate their brain images;
• only one installation of the reasoning tools involved in the system is needed as the inference engine and the CSP solver;
• users can access the same version of the ontology and symbolic constraints on the server, which could be updated and improved on the server only;
• atlases are only put on the server, so users do not need to know anything about them.

B. Details of the different Web Services
Six Web services were implemented as shown in Figure 11.
• Service 1: Easy authentication: only a user name and a password are needed;
• Service 2: This consists of a query, made in order to get the complete list of gyri names from the ontology. It takes as input the query and the ontology, and it returns as output a list of gyri names;
• Service 3: This consists of the atlas matching, explained in Section 3. It takes as input the SPAMs’ atlas, the registration matrix and the sub-graph of the external outlines of the sulci. It returns as output the description of the topology and the directional relations between the external outlines of the sulci and the SPAMs;
• Service 4: The generation of hypotheses, by matching information deduced from the atlas and the patches’ description. It takes as input the matching rules, the patches’ description file and the output of the service 3. It returns as output a set of hypotheses (possible labels) for each patch in the ROI (Figure 12);
• Service 5: Determination of consistent interpretations, based on CSP reasoning. This service takes as input the patches’ description file and the output of the service 4. It returns as output a set of consistent interpretations. Each interpretation consists of one label for each patch of the ROI. The user can navigate through these interpretations using the Next interpretation and Previous interpretation buttons. The best interpretation is calculated interactively with the user (Figure 13);
• Service 6: Identification of sulcus parts, based on DL reasoning. It takes as input the ontology, the patches’ description file and the output of the service 5. It returns as output the identifiers and labels of the sulcus parts that have been classified by the reasoner based on the logical definitions of the sulci in the ontology. The final annotations of the patches and sulcus parts are shown on the image (Figure 14) and stored in an RDF file after adding metadata that document which version of the ontology was used, which atlas, etc.

Fig. 14: Patch and sulcus part annotations: the patches have their labels in front of them, and sulcus parts are assigned colors that help the user to identify them; the correspondence is given in a legend box (not shown here)

C. Experiments and Materials
The experiments were performed using T1-MRI images obtained with a 3T scanner (Philips Gyroscan Achieva 3T) from ten normal subjects and five patients. In the five pathological cases, the pathology types involved were low or high-grade glioma located in the right frontal lobe. We used only cases where a specialist deemed that they had caused a shift. Figure 15 shows an example illustrating the extent of the lesion in a patient with a tumor. The brain segmentation and the extraction of the external outlines of the sulci were done with Brainvisa10 tools and Vistal11, respectively. We used 44 SPAMs corresponding to the main gyri. The various programs were implemented in C++ and Java, with the connection between C++ and Java programs made possible using JNI (Java Native Interface). The ontology was created and edited using the Protégé software. The rules were created and edited using the SWRL12 Plugin. The results for the patches were obtained using the Java Constraint Library JCL13 (a CSP solver), and the sulcus parts were classified using the KAON214 reasoner (an inference engine for rule-extended ontologies).

10http://brainvisa.info/index_f.html
11http://www.irisa.fr/vista/Themes/Logiciel/VisTAL/VisTAL.html
12http://protege.cim3.net/cgi-bin/wiki.pl?SWRLTab
13http://liawww.epfl.ch/JCL/
14http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/
Fig. 12: A menu showing hypotheses inferred for the patch selected by the user. The user has three options: 1) validate a label among the hypotheses inferred by the system; 2) validate a label from a complete list obtained from the ontology; 3) do nothing.

Fig. 13: User interactions for computing the best interpretation: the patches already identified have their labels in front of them and those that the system could not identify thus far are marked with a question mark. The user can select these and the system will propose a set of possible labels.
Tumor

except for the matching rules since directional relations were
known. Evaluation of the system was done as follows:
the user interacted with the system, relying on the specialist’s
knowledge. Especially to define the
anatomy that it causes.

D. Experimental Protocol

Two physical and distinct persons were involved in the
evaluation: a neuroanatomy specialist and a user who was
not a specialist, but all his interactions with the system were
based on information that had been given to him by the
specialist. In the regular use of the system, the user needs
to have some knowledge of anatomy, especially to define the
patches and provide the few labels that the system needs. So,
the user interacted with the system, relying on the specialist’s
knowledge. Evaluation of the system was done as follows:

• ROIs were defined by the neuroanatomy specialist and
included the superior frontal gyrus, the middle frontal
 gyrus, the inferior frontal gyrus, the precentral gyrus,
the postcentral gyrus, the central sulcus, the superior
precentral sulcus, the intermediate precentral sulcus, the
inferior precentral sulcus, the superior frontal sulcus and
the inferior frontal sulcus regions;
• the patches were defined manually by the user, who was
asked to define conventional separations, as needed, in
order to obtain closed polygons with as regular a shape
as possible, and also as recommended by the specialist;
• the specialist assigned labels to all patches in all cases;
• the hypotheses were automatically computed for the
patches;
• in each case, the user was asked to validate two labels
for two patches, based on the labels previously defined
by the specialist;
• in each case, the user had to interact with the system at
most five times in order to determine the best interpreta-
tion, also relying on the labels previously defined by the
specialist;
• after each user interaction, we compared the results
generated by the system with the labels assigned by the
specialist, which were taken as a gold standard.
The same procedure was applied to the fifteen MRI datasets,
except for the matching rules since directional relations were
not considered in case of pathological data.

Logical definitions of the sulci: The logical definitions of
the sulci used in the evaluation were the following:

• RightCentralSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPostCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)),

• RightSuperiorPreCentralSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)),

• RightIntermediatePreCentralSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightIntermediateFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)),

• RightInferiorPreCentralSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightInferiorFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)),

• RightSuperiorFrontalSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightIntermediateFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus)),

• RightInferiorFrontalSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightInferiorFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightIntermediateFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightInferiorFrontalGyrus)),

• RightSuperiorFrontalSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightSuperiorFrontalGyrus)),

• RightIntermediateFrontalSulcusPart ⊑ SulcusPart ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightIntermediateFrontalGyrus)) ⊓ (∃
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightPreCentralGyrus)) ⊓ (∀
bounds.(∃ partOf:brain:RightIntermediateFrontalGyrus))

E. Results

Tables I and II show the results obtained. We note that:
• the number of patches in ROIs was around 19 (mean:
18.9, std. dev: 1.79) in normal cases and 19 (mean:
19.6, std. dev: 3.29) in pathological cases;
• the number of hypotheses inferred for each patch, by
means of the matching rules, was less than 3 (mean: 2.71,
std. dev: 0.12) for normal cases and 3.9 (mean: 3.9,
std. dev: 1.79) in normal cases and 19 (mean:
2.39, std. dev: 0.12) for normal cases and (mean: 2.39,
std. dev: 0.29) for pathological cases. These hypotheses are very
helpful for the user when he explores/identifies a ROI on
the brain, since the number of possible labels for each
patch is reduced from 44 (number of SPAMs) to less
than 3 (number of possible labels);
• in all ROIs, the correct label for each patch was included
in the set of hypotheses inferred by the system. This
shows that the matching rules are very efficient. Thus,
in each set of hypotheses, we have the correct label and
one or two other possible labels;
• the number of consistent interpretations was about 16
(mean: 16.6, std. dev: 16.65) for normal cases and 16
(mean: 16.4, std. dev: 15.19) for pathological cases. This
highlights the fact that the spatial constraints support-
ing the CSP resolution reduce the number of possible
solutions. Indeed, without spatial constraints, for a
ROI with 19 patches and 3 possible labels for each,
the number of possible interpretations would have been
$3^{19} = 112261464$ instead;
• in most cases (both normal and pathological), the number
of remaining hypotheses for each patch is very close to
1 as of the first user interaction, which means that the majority of patches are identified (each of them having only one label) with only one user interaction. In most other cases, the ROIs were completely identified by the third user interaction;

- the accuracy of identification is good both for patches and sulci parts. Indeed, the accuracy for patch identification was about 97% (mean: 97.7%, std. dev: 3.02) in normal cases and 96% (mean: 96.4%, std. dev: 3.36) in pathological cases; the accuracy for sulci parts identification was about 94% (mean: 94.5%, std. dev: 7.82) in normal cases and 91% (mean: 91.6%, std. dev: 8.53) in pathological cases. The origin of the labeling errors was mainly due to two related factors: the fact that one directional relation only was computed, and the fact that our definitions of spatial constraints may not be complete enough to match the unique directional relation found in the images. For example, the tuple (RightPostCentralGyrus, RightPostCentralGyrus) is one of the tuples defining the inferiorTo constraint, which allows a part of the RightPostCentralGyrus to be inferior to another part of the same gyrus. This tuple is not included in those defining the anteriorTo constraint, so a part of the RightPostCentralGyrus is not allowed to be anterior to another part of the same gyrus. However, in some cases, the directional relation initially extracted by the imaging tools between two patches that should be parts of the RightPostCentralGyrus could be anteriorTo instead of inferiorTo. This led to an improper identification of patches and consequently of sulci parts, whose labels are partially based on the patch labels;

- another very interesting feature of the evaluation is that there is no difference in accuracy between normal and pathological cases. This suggests that our method, in contrast to traditional ones, is resistant to shifts caused by pathologies.

These results show that the proposed system can be very helpful to the user in obtaining consistent annotations for brain anatomy MR Images. It also helps to obtain annotations quickly, since a user needs less than two minutes to annotate the patches, and less than three minutes to automatically annotate the sulcus parts.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our approach differs in many ways from traditional methods of cortex segmentation in MRI images. It also differs from similar works on image annotation using Semantic Web technologies, such as the method of Dasmahapatra et al. [26]. In particular, our identification process involves reasoning on topological properties of the entities to be labeled, based on the graphical information extracted from the image.

In terms of the ontology modeling, we used both Dameron’s work [16], [17] and FMA [18], since FMA did not provide the topological knowledge concerning the sulci and is not usable as a whole because of its huge size. For the representation of our ontology, we used OWL DL in order to facilitate its sharing and its use by programs.

More generally, a tradeoff must be found between the generality of an ontology, i.e., its applicability in one field and across several domains, and its precision, which determines its added value for specific applications. Another difficult issue with ontologies is modularity. A natural tendency is to gather into a single ontology all relevant concepts of a domain. This leads to huge ontologies, such as those found in the biomedical field, e.g., Snomed-CT [15], Gene Ontology [16] or the FMA. Another tradeoff concerns “conflicting requirements for expressive power in the language used for semantic annotation and the scalability of the systems used to process

16http://www.geneontology.org/
them” [2]. Several new profiles 17 of the OWL 2 ontology language extension, which are specially adapted to deal with the different categories and sizes of ontologies and which can be more simply and/or efficiently implemented, will shortly become W3C 18 recommendations.

We deliberately chose an approach that establishes cooperation between the user (who is supposed to have minimum skills in brain anatomy) and the system, taking advantage of specific skills of each of the two protagonists: the existing anatomical knowledge of the user, and the ability of the system to systematically apply rules and constraints in order to propagate the consequences of the user’s choices. The user thus plays an active part in the labeling process since he defines the patches and provides key indications that are used by the system to infer the best interpretation for the patches. In particular, he specifies conventional separations in order to obtain closed contours (i.e., the patches), based on the automatically segmented external outlines of the sulci. We wish to emphasize that a certain anatomical knowledge is required in order to obtain a correct parcellation of the ROI to be annotated, since no patch should straddle two different gyri. Moreover, this approach allows imperfections in the initial extraction of sulci to be dealt with, in the sense that they do not prevent the user from defining patches and annotating them. However, in such a case, the quality of the annotations may be inferior: for example, if a sulcus part was not detected and was replaced by a user-defined conventional separation, then this characteristic will not be properly described.

In terms of handling pathological cases, our work was limited to confirming that our labeling process would be reasonably resistant to brain tumors, since it manipulates adjacency relationships rather than positions with respect to a particular spatial reference. However, our solution is limited; in particular, our system (especially our sulco-gyral ontology) does not represent pathological structures and the spatial relationships they have with the surrounding normal tissues, as shown in [27]. This kind of extension could be relevant, in the sense of providing a more precise description of the relationships between the pathology and the surrounding structures.

The tests described in the paper consist in evaluating the system performances. Actually, one expert neuroanatomist has participated in this evaluation, because the system is designed primarily to preparing procedures in neurosurgery. However, we believe that it is interesting now to test the system with different users having different experiences, to more generally assess its performances, usability and usefulness.

One important originality of our approach is that it allows one to define and share knowledge about anatomical entities, especially fine-grained structures, based on specific and precise criteria. For example, Pars Orbitalis of the Inferior Frontal Gyrus is defined by its relationships with neighboring gyri and sulci. We believe that these constitute criteria potentially more accurate than the usual recourse to digital atlases. Also, in theory, the proposed approach would allow different typical patterns to be represented, as shown in Ono’s atlas, in order to deal with the anatomical variability between individuals. Currently, the ontology addresses this need via the representation of unions (the \( \sqcup \) operator of OWL DL), signifying, for example, that two gyri are neighbors and can be in continuity, i.e., there is a Pi De Passage connecting them, or can be contiguous, i.e., they are separated by a Sulcus.

The reasoning over an OWL DL ontology extended with SWRL rules merits some attention. Indeed, an SWRL rule base and OWL ontology may be combined to obtain complete inferences [28]. OWL and SWRL are complementary: on one hand, OWL DL is restricted to tree-like rules, but provides both existentially and universally quantified variables and full monotonic negation. On the other hand, Horn rules are decidable logics: they are restricted to universal quantification, but allow for interaction of variables in arbitrary ways [29]. However, in general, combining rules and OWL DL ontologies leads to undecidability. Therefore, in order to maintain decidable query answering for OWL DL ontologies extended with rules, existing reasoners are restricted to rules applicable only to individuals explicitly introduced in the ABox (known individuals), which are called DL-safe rules. SWRL rules may not be DL-safe; the KAON2 reasoner (which is used in our application) is based on the DL-safe rules assumption. Although the rules used for our system are not DL-safe, KAON2 provides the expected answers for the experiments reported. Indeed, in these cases the rules were fired because given the initial facts asserted, their body was satisfied by binding their variables to known individuals. However, this approach is not always relevant and situations may occur where solutions are missed because of the existential construct. For example, the Patch class is defined with an existential element in the equivalent class expression. Hence, it may happen in some cases that a rule expressing the propagation of a property from parts to whole cannot be fired, because an instance of Patch is defined without being connected to a known instance of gyrus by the relation partOf. KAON2 does not make all the consequences according to the first-order semantics of SWRL, but only consequences under “the DL-safe semantics” [21]. In the context of our application, using rules with ontologies enables us to meet a significant subset of our requirements. In addition to the rules presented in the paper, standard rules may be needed for chaining ontology properties, such as the transfer of properties from parts to wholes (which are now representable in OWL 219), or dependencies in the brain cortex, for example the rule: separatesMAE(y1, x1, x2) ∧ hasSegment(y2, y1) ∧ Sulcus(y2) ∧ MAE(x1) ∧ MAE(x2) ∧ SF(y1) \( \rightarrow \) separatesMAE(y2, x1, x2) allows one to propagate the separation relationship between anatomical entities from part to whole.

Let us now examine the adequacy of OWL DL reasoning in the process of image interpretation. In fact, OWL DL benefits from many years of DL research, where a formal semantics is well defined and formal properties in terms of complexity and decidability are well understood. This can help to avoid ambi-

17http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/
18The World Wide Consortium - http://www.w3.org/
19http://www.w3.org/2007/OWL/wiki/New_Features_and_Rationale
guities in the ontology and the set of facts or instances associated with this ontology. Moreover, reasoning algorithms and highly-optimized systems are available (FaCT++, KAON2, Pellet, RacerPro, etc.). These systems propagate inferences based on the knowledge expressed in the TBox component of the ontology. They offer two reasoning services: consistency checking and instance checking. A DL system checks whether or not a set of instances is a partial model of the ontology, i.e., whether this set is consistent with the assertions expressed in the ontology. Consistency checking can, then, help to verify the consistency of an image interpretation. Instance checking allows one to determine the more specific concept in the ontology that can be applied to a particular instance such as a sulcus part. In our system, instance checking was used, for example, to determine the more specific concepts, defined in the ontology, that can be applied to the sulcus parts. However, in complex domains such as image interpretation, the use of DL systems becomes a complex problem. In point of fact, given a set of unnamed instances derived from an image, a very large number of combinations are possible when assigning labels to these instances, which can hardly be managed by DL-based classifications. This is why we used an atlas, which reduces the number of possible labels (called hypotheses) for the patches, and we used a CSP reasoner to determine combinations of those labels that are consistent with our a priori knowledge of the spatial arrangements of the gyri and parts of gyri. This way, our problem complexity was reduced and a DL reasoning was used to label sulcus parts and also to classify patches using more fine-grained concepts defined in the ontology, after being labeled as parts of gross anatomical structures defined in the atlas.

In the future, we plan to further improve the current system in several respects:

- definition of the conventional separations between gyri is done manually in the current implementation and could be automated, e.g., using learning procedures;
- the use of atlases as a means to produce the initial hypotheses could be optimized, e.g., by using different types of numerical atlases, better adapted to the particular case under study;
- the ontology could be refined, and this knowledge could be directly used to automatically derive constraint definitions in the CSP problem;
- the use of fuzzy logic formalism to better represent the spatial constraints and the spatial relations in the ontology, e.g., based on the work of Hudelot et al. [30], and the use of a powerful fuzzy CSP reasoner to label patches, when such a reasoner is available, will improve the quality of the annotations;
- Moreover, the dependence of the system’s performance on initial processing steps (especially the definition of conventional separations) should be further investigated.

VII. Conclusion

We have presented a hybrid and interactive system developed to semi-automatically label MRI brain images with semantic annotations and discussed the results of its evaluation. This approach is novel with several respects: (1) the use of a CSP solver to select consistent interpretations of the gyri parts, (2) the easy generation of semantically-rich annotations of gyral/sulcal structures, (3) the use of explicit prior knowledge described in a formal ontology, (4) its representation in OWL, the Ontology Web Language, to facilitate knowledge sharing. The system is implemented on a client-server architecture, using Web services and a visualization tool facilitating its use. The evaluation of the system showed good performance both on normal and pathological cases. In conclusion, the rapidity of its responses, its robustness for pathological cases and its Web services architecture, make the system a very promising tool for future use in the context of preparing for surgical procedures in neurosurgery.
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